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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must
start with the individual.” — How Privatized Banking Really Works

Every quarter of the year

millions of Americans open up their 401(k) or 403(b)
qualified plan reports and receive a tremendous boost to their overall financial well being. There is
a sense of growing wealth and prosperity that surges through the individual from merely looking
at the rising numbers of this quarter compared to last. It is all because the rising numbers on the
reports are tied to the stock market and these days it is soaring at an all time high.
The sad truth is how false this sense of security really is. Yet Americans hold a belief that the
stock market is the driving force behind corporations and American industry. Many believe that
declining stock prices signifies that the entire national economy is declining and rising stock prices
indicate that prosperity is ahead. All this stems from the manner the stock market news is reported
in the media and the misinformation about the stock market and how it functions. It colors the
true state of the economy.
What we must not overlook is that the stock market is nothing more than exchanges where shares
of stock are being bought or traded. These stock exchanges as in the New York Stock Exchange or
the NASDAQ, for all the daily trading they do, do not directly provide capital to American industry
when traders merely rearrange ownership of already-issued shares. The principal motivation or
focus of the buyers and traders is only on the exchange value of the commodity. To profit in this
activity you must have specialized knowledge and be able to move at lightning speed.
The real irony is this: The typical American has been conditioned to believe that investing in the
stock market is the same thing as saving for retirement. But this is clearly not an activity for the
average household. For those Americans who intuitively know that this may be the ideal time to
cash out and walk away from the casino tables actually can’t. They are held hostage by the qualified
plan’s penalties if they are not of the right age, or they face having to pay the dreaded deferred
income tax that has now compounded. The entire set-up seems a mocking exercise.
What we can say about the stock market is that it is a highly emotionally charged activity. False
signals are frequently sent into the economy. Naturally, when prices are rising trading tends
to become irrational. Predictably, people panic when prices fall. If you are an Authorized IBC
Practitioner you know all of this and are prepared for the coming crash—and so are your clients.
That is the silver lining. In times such as this, this is one of the better things we can say about
IBC—the truth sets us free!
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

Doll ar Downer

More Signs That Dollar Hegemony Ending
There have been various events recently that add to the accumulating
evidence that the US dollar is losing its position as the world’s reserve
currency. Back in May, China and Russia signed a major energy deal that
didn’t rely on the USD. In June, the German government officially rescinded
its request—made back in January 2013!—that it receive its gold being held
by the New York Fed. (Cynical analysts interpret the German government’s
move as signaling that it knew the NY Fed would never return the gold,
and this was the only way for the Germans to avoid spooking the markets.)
Finally, in an interview with a French magazine, Christian Noyer, governor
of the French National Bank and member of the ECB’s governing board,
recently explained that the tightened scrutiny that US regulators are placing
on foreign financial institutions with American accounts will make them
seek alternate currencies.
The overarching problem here is that since Bretton Woods, the US dollar has
been the reserve currency of the world. Then since 1971, the US government
has effectively been able to print up green pieces of paper that it ships abroad,
in exchange for imports and other financial assets. Yet if foreigners reduce
their holdings of dollar-denominated assets, Americans will see the chickens
coming home to roost from these decades of “trade deficits without tears.”

Market Skeptics

Austrian Investors Agree
Among professional investors who understand the Austrian School of
economics, there is widespread consensus that the stock market is overvalued.
For example, Mark Spitznagel (former partner with Nassim Taleb) in his
book The Dao of Capital relies on Austrian capital theory to develop an
investing framework which has been flashing Code Red for some time.
More recently, David Stockman—former Reagan budget director, private
equity manager, and NYT bestselling author—warned on his website the
fundamentals of the economy cannot possibly justify asset prices, which have
zoomed because of artificially low interest rates. After detailing a series of
Pulse on the Market
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

facts showing just how leveraged and weak the economy currently is, while
the media cheerleaders nonetheless say “this time is different,” Stockman
concludes: “[T]hat points to the real evil of monetary central planning
and the serial financial bubbles that it inexorably produces. Bubbles are
now only recognized after they burst into a flaming crash.”
Remember: Anyone who is concerned about the state of the economy and
understands the Austrian analysis of the business cycle should come to the
“Night of Clarity,” August 15-16, in downtown Nashville. The headliner is
Stockman himself, with other talks given by Tom Woods, Larry Reed, and
Nelson Nash. Naturally, we (Lara and Murphy) will have some words of
wisdom too. Details at www.NightOfClarity.com.

T h e E v ery t h i ng B ubbl e

Even the New York Times Is Scared
In his July 7 post for “The Upshot” at the NYT, Neil Irwin writes: “Welcome
to the Everything Boom — and, quite possibly, the Everything Bubble.
Around the world, nearly every asset class is expensive by historical
standards. Stocks and bonds; emerging markets and advanced economies;
urban office towers and Iowa farmland; you name it, and it is trading at
prices that are high by historical standards relative to fundamentals.”
Folks, market interest rates serve a definite function. More fiat money is not
the same as genuine wealth. So that means what central banks have been
doing since 2008 has not made the world richer. The years of near-zero
interest rates have not provided a “soft landing” to the economy.
Rather, as the Austrian economists understand better than anybody, what
has happened is that the central banks have provided an artificial stimulus
to assets, particularly long-term assets. More and more analysts—many of
whom have never even heard of Ludwig von Mises—are realizing that the
stock market is overvalued. We can’t know the exact timing of the downturn,
but when it happens, it’s going to be ugly.

Pulse on the Market
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There are various ways of motivating
the philosophy of Nelson Nash that he lays out
in his classic book, Becoming Your Own Banker
(BYOB). In this article I want to focus on the
benefits of “owning your debt,” a phrase that
I first heard from David Stearns. I want to be
clear that what I discuss in this article is not the
sole rationale for implementing Nash’s Infinite
Banking Concept (IBC), but I hope my discussion resonates with a large segment of American
households who are crippled by outside debt.

An Introduction to IBC
The central message of Nelson Nash in BYOB
is that everybody needs to rely (at least implicitly) on financing for life’s major purchases. Even
if you buy a car with cash, you are forfeiting the
opportunity of investing that cash and earning
a return on it. So even people who always “pay
cash” still experience the same implicit tradeoffs
between spending now versus later. Therefore,
Nash argues, the real question is whether you

paying whole life policies. There are ways to
calibrate such policies so that they are excellent
tools for cash flow management. They are the
best place, all things considered, to “warehouse
your wealth” (which is the title of a subsequent
Nash book).

Even if you buy a car with cash, you are forfeiting the opportunity of
investing that cash and earning a return on it.
are going to obtain your financing from a bank
controlled by outsiders, versus a bank that you
control.
Now once you’ve decided that it makes sense—
for a variety of reasons—to rely on financing
coming from yourself, Nash then explains that
in today’s environment, the most convenient
and advantageous way to establish your own
private “bank” is to take out large, dividendOwn Your Debt

As time passes and you plow your savings into
properly designed whole life insurance policies,
their cash values grow. Then, when you need
to make a major purchase, you can take out a
“policy loan” from the insurance company, with
your cash value serving as collateral. The terms
on this loan are quite generous: There is an attractive interest rate, no credit check, no questions about the use of the funds, and no payback
schedule. The explanation for these attractive
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features is that the collateral on the loan, from
the lender’s perspective, is absolutely airtight:
the life insurance company itself guarantees the
asset. In this respect, a policy loan is a safer investment from the insurer’s viewpoint than even
a U.S. Treasury bond.
To be clear, Nelson Nash is not advising everyone to “invest in life insurance.” Again, he

Advice From the Financial
“Experts”
Naturally, Nash’s advice is far too straightforward for the gurus to endorse. The conventional
wisdom from financial planners is that while it
may be important to have life insurance in the
form of a cheaper term policy (not a more ex-

That’s part of the rationale for implementing IBC: you always have
ready access to your wealth, allowing you to pounce on investment
opportunities as they arise.
recommends using these policies as warehouses
for one’s wealth—a headquarters, if you will. If
a person sees an attractive real estate deal, he is
certainly free to take out a policy loan and use
the funds to invest in the land. Indeed, that’s
part of the rationale for implementing IBC:
You always have ready access to your wealth, allowing you to pounce on investment opportunities as they arise.

Own Your Debt

pensive whole life policy) for its death benefit
protection—especially for a young breadwinner
with kids to support—nonetheless life insurance makes a terrible saving or investment vehicle. Rather, the conventional financial advice
in America today says that an individual should
turn to tax-qualified mutual funds to build up
a nest egg for retirement. Putting the two ideas
together yields the familiar slogan: “Buy term
and invest the difference.”
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According to the gurus, “buy term and invest
the difference” is a much more sensible strategy.
For a given death benefit, the premium on a
term policy is lower than for a whole life policy, so that the pure life insurance coverage is
cheaper. Then with the savings (because the premium is lower), the household can invest in, say,
a 401(k) mutual fund with pre-tax dollars. These
holdings then grow at historically higher rates

I’m doing nothing more than restating what Nelson Nash describes as the
typical American’s problem.
than the cash value in a whole life policy. Thus
it seems that “buy term, invest the difference” is
a no-brainer: you get the desired death benefit
coverage for your family at the lowest possible
price, while your retirement investments earn
a better rate of return. What kind of an idiot
would follow the Nelson Nash strategy in light
of this seemingly superior approach?
In other issues of the LMR I have tackled this
mindset;1 I won’t repeat my arguments here in
this article. Instead, I want to describe the trap
into which many American households fall, because they follow this typical advice that I have
just described. In the next section, I’m doing
nothing more than restating what Nelson Nash
describes as the typical American’s problem
early on in BYOB, but I’ll talk about it from a
slightly different angle.

Putting Your Money in Prison
Now in fairness, I should be clear that Dave
Ramsey tells his followers to stay out of debt
Own Your Debt

altogether. So in that respect, someone who literally obeys the Ramsey approach is going to
be ahead of the average Joe. But more generally,
that’s not what American households do when
they listen to the conventional financial wisdom.
For millions of American households, this
is what happens in practice: After they siphon
some of their paycheck into stocks and bonds
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which they can’t touch until retirement, they
then discover that they can’t afford their desired lifestyle. So what do they do, when they
want to buy a car or a house, send their kid to
college, or pay for a wedding? Because the government won’t let them access their “savings”—
which makes it an odd form of “savings”—these
households have to go hat-in-hand to outside
creditors.

30 percent of Americans report having higher
credit card balances than they could pay off with
their “emergency savings.” Finally, the average
APR on a credit card with a balance on it was
13.14% as of February 2014.2
These statistics are staggering.3 The conventional wisdom of putting money into a 401(k) is
clearly not working for any household carrying

If interest rates should rise rapidly—which is entirely possible in our
current economic environment—such households will suffer a
crushing blow.
Depending on how much outside debt a
household takes on, the situation can border on
the absurd. Currently the average credit card
debt per U.S. adult is just shy of $5,000, while
the average balance on a card that usually carries
a balance was above $8,000. Looking at households (not individuals), the national average of
credit card debt is $7,000, while focusing on
just households with credit card debt the average figure jumps to a whopping $15,000. Nearly

Own Your Debt

credit card debt. The Federal Reserve may have
a “zero interest rate policy” but the credit card
companies certainly don’t. If a debt-strapped
household can somehow manage to pay off its
$15,000 of credit card debt rolling over at 13%,
why that’s the equivalent of a guaranteed rate
of return of 13% on a $15,000 investment. The
stock market doesn’t offer that kind of surething.
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Let me spell out the absurdity to make it crystal clear: There are households who have thousands of dollars of credit card debt rolling over
at more than 10% APR, while they simultaneously hold more than enough to pay off these
balances tied up in tax-qualified mutual funds
that feature a mix of equities and bonds. When
questioned, the people making these financial
decisions might justify the arrangement by saying that they need to “save for the future,” and
that it would be “irresponsible to tap into my

interest rates should rise rapidly—which is entirely
possible in our current economic environment—
such households will suffer a crushing blow.

Own Your Debt
Thus we see that there are millions of households waiting to be helped with IBC. Note, I’m
not saying that IBC only makes sense for such

Yet this “mere” swapping of assets and liabilities puts the household on
much firmer ground.
retirement.” Yet the blend of growth and safety
offered by the mutual fund(s) does not match
the guaranteed return—in the sense of total
wealth—that comes from paying down credit
card debt.

people—after all, the IRS changed the tax rules
in the 1980s because so many rich people were
piling into whole life policies. Instead, I’m just
focusing on this particular aspect of the case for
IBC.

This is particularly true in our environment
where “safe” bonds have very low yields, while
credit card APRs are still quite high for many
households. And as an added kicker, keep in
mind that many households have variable-rate
debt, on credit cards and other types of loans
(some even with adjustable rate mortgages). If

To repeat, the technique I am about to describe
is not the only way that people use IBC, but for
millions of middle-class households with sizable assets in tax-qualified plans, and who are
carrying large amounts of credit card debt, the
technique makes perfect sense, and is a specific
application of IBC.

Own Your Debt
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The technique is to sell off enough of the outside assets—even if that means paying a tax
penalty because they are in 401(k) or similar
environments—in order to fund a dividendpaying whole life policy large enough to then
allow for the rapid payoff of the credit card debt.
The benefits of this move are obvious. On the
one hand, it represents a simple swapping off assets and liabilities: On the asset side, the house-

thrown off by the policy are also more stable
than the volatile stock market. Furthermore, the
debt (in the form of a policy loan balance) can
be paid off on any schedule the household desires; there are no minimum monthly payments
due, which if missed will trigger penalty APRs
and black marks on a credit report.
Finally, when you consider the APR that the
household was originally paying on the credit

There are also IRS rules concerning how rapidly wealth can be moved
into a whole life policy; you don’t want to “MEC” the policy.
hold reduces its holdings of stocks and bonds
in the tax-qualified environment, while raising
its cash surrender value in the form of a whole
life policy (and also the death benefit coverage
which has an economic value itself ). On the liability side, the household pays off its credit card
debt while incurring a comparable loan owed to
the life insurance company.
Yet this “mere” swapping of assets and liabilities puts the household on much firmer ground.
The assets now grow at a more dependable rate:
there are guaranteed returns, and the dividends

card balances, this new plan will mean that the
total wealth of the household appreciates at a
higher rate, all things considered.

Notes of Caution
The actual mechanics of this operation depend on the specific numbers of the individual
household. There are also IRS rules concerning
how rapidly wealth can be moved into a whole
life policy; you don’t want to “MEC” the policy.
Furthermore, if there are large movements of
wealth out of a tax-qualified plan, staggering
that outflow might make sense to stay in a lower
income tax bracket. Because of such subtleties
in execution, it’s critical to discuss these types
of financial plans with a graduate of the IBC
Practitioner’s Program—see our listing of such
individuals at www.InfiniteBanking.org/Finder.
Let me also put in a warning for any financial
professionals reading this article: If you are talking with a client, you cannot advise him or her

Own Your Debt
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to sell off equity holdings if you do not have the
proper licenses. FINRA is very picky on such
matters. For example, if you are only licensed
as a life insurance agent, then your job (should
the client desire it) is to set him or her up with
a properly designed, dividend-paying whole life
policy with the proper PUA and term riders,
which will have the correct premiums and cash
value targets for the cash flow (in and out) that
the client has in mind. The client has to already
have decided where the money to fund the policy is coming from; you can’t steer the client into
selling off stocks in order to buy a life insurance
policy from you.

Conclusion
The conventional financial wisdom has placed
millions of American households in an untenable position. After taking out income tax and
payroll deductions, health insurance premiums,
and contributions to tax-qualified retirement
accounts, the average employee has little left.
Thus to buy a car or just keep up with daily living entices him to turn to credit card companies
and other outside lenders.
One way of understanding IBC is that it allows you to “own your debt.” Specifically, you
build up enough cash value in one or more whole

The conventional financial wisdom has placed millions of American
households in an untenable position.

Own Your Debt
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life policies so that you can take out policy loans
large enough to knock out what you owe to outside lenders. In this article, we focused on credit
card debt because it is the most obvious, but the
principle applies more generally.
Besides looking at the specific numbers
(APRs on credit card balances, the volatility of
the stock market, etc.) the qualitative benefit
of “owning your debt” is the peace of mind it
yields. By collapsing your outside debts—which
are often collateralized on your assets such as

a car or house—and bringing them within one
or more whole life policies, you suddenly buy
yourself a whole lifetime to plan your financial
strategy. You no longer have someone sending
you threatening letters, making nagging phone
calls, or repossessing your car, if you get laid off
or have other financial hardships.
Especially in this awful economy, the psychological benefit of owning your debt should not
be underrated.

References
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Specifically, my September 2012 article was on “Why Dave Ramsey Is Wrong on Whole Life.” Also related is my June 2013 article,
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policy—as both a savings vehicle and to provide death benefit coverage.
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in my younger days and have not fully extricated myself from my poor decisions.
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by L. Carlos Lara
The Sovereignty of Banking
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This special work of
ours can be described
as a type of evangelism
and a type of
conversion process.

Editors’ note: The following is an article based on the remarks Carlos Lara made in a recent national web conference on behalf of the Infinite Banking Institute. Although this conference is for Authorized IBC Practitioners, Lara’s remarks concerned the vision for the Infinite Banking Institute,
which includes its educational outreach to the general public. Consequently the material in his talk
is relevant to everyone who has an interest in IBC, whether a financial professional or member of
the general public.

I want to take this opportunity to call your attention to a few important marketing principles
as well as a few important facts that will help
remind us about who we are, what kind of work
we do, and what we stand for. As you know, we
are involved in a most important work. This special work of ours can be described as a type of
evangelism and a type of conversion process.
We want to convert people to IBC in order to
achieve certain goals. Now we talk about these
goals often and in various venues all of which
can be encapsulated in the movement of reaching out to that certain small remnant—what we
refer to as the movement of “building the 10%.”
We want, more than anything, to convert the
IBC prospect into an IBC client, or if you will,
an IBC practitioner. This by far is our most immediate goal, but it also has broader contextual
economic purposes.
So these few marketing principles and facts,
which I will now present, should help answer
the question, “How do you get your clients?”
The Sovereignty of Banking

Which by the way is the most important question, not only in the financial services industry,
but also in all industries. Who would disagree
with the fact that our customers or clients are
the most important people in our businesses?
But how exactly do we go about getting them?
Well, for starters we first have to analyze our
market. Clients come in different ages, genders,
social, economic and an entire host of other differing traits that have to be matched up with
our particular product or service. But if we can
get an accurate bead on our market that research
will more or less dictate our strategy. I am showing you here a pie chart that helps divide the
300 million people in the United States into
the “producers” in the economy and the “nonproducers.” Why is this fact important? For
a complete answer you may want to go back
and review Chapter 4 in How Privatized Banking Really Works, but this pie chart should tell
enough of the story.
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These young people are in the prime of their life and should be
representing the driving force and vitality of this nation, but
are simply not. If anything, this is a group that is increasingly
becoming more desperate of their situation.
Starting at the top right and going clockwise
the first statistic we want to focus on is the fact
that 75 million Americans are infants, children,
adolescents and teens. They are not producers.
They are individuals under age 18 mostly supported by families.
Another 10 million Americans we are told are
unemployed. These too, while remaining unemployed, are unable to produce. The tragedy here
is that a good many of these folks are between
the ages of 24-35 with college degrees, but also
with enormous student loan debts and can’t find
work. Many of these people cannot even afford
to get married and start a family. These young
people are in the prime of their life and should
be representing the driving force and vitality of
The Sovereignty of Banking

this nation, but are simply not. If anything, this
is a group that is increasingly becoming more
desperate of their situation.
The Government Census tells that 1 in 5
Americans, or 20% of the population, are disabled. That works up to be about 60 million
people, however, that number can include anything from depression to Alzheimer’s. Many of
these folks continue to work despite their disability. But total disability, where a person simply cannot work, accounts for approximately 10
million Americans.
Furthermore, another 80 million Americans
are now over the age of 65 and are drawing
down on Social Security and other government
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programs just to be able to make ends meet.
This huge drain on the economy cancels out any
production this group may actually be contributing.1
As you can see, these three groups combined
make up more than half of the U.S. population. Do you get the picture? Only 140 million
Americans are supporting the entire country—
and 94% of them make less than $100,000 a
year! I confess that these are broad estimates
with various caveats, but the specific numbers
don’t actually change the severity of the picture.
For these people this financial burden keeps
getting heavier and heavier. Point being is that
we are looking at a huge problem and it’s getting bigger.
This is our market. Whom do you want to
go after—the 1%, the 2%? Who among these
people do you want to convert to IBC? Well,

In the same way that
Ludwig von Mises
made economics a
subset of the higher
science of Human
Action, Nelson Nash
made a specially
designed Whole Life
insurance contract
the ideal platform
for the practice of
privatized banking.

The Sovereignty of Banking

that’s for you to decide. Obviously, there are a
lot of debt problems to help solve in this picture. Consequently, there are a lot of opportunities for IBC evangelism. Regardless of
whom you want to go after, we Practitioners as
a whole must be of the same mind and spirit in
our evangelistic efforts. There must be a unity
in how we spread the IBC message, or what we
call the IBC Foundation for Evangelism. What
does that look like?

This Is Not About Selling Life
Insurance
First and foremost, the heart of our IBC evangelism centers on the Sovereignty of Banking.
As Nelson Nash puts it, “Banking Is.” IBC is
about banking! It is not about selling life insurance. Learning and then ultimately teaching
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there is absolutely no need to exaggerate claims, or to present
IBC as a get-rich quick scheme, or as some type of tax loophole
in order to gain our converts. We should let the numbers
speak for themselves.
individuals how to become their own bankers
is a unique concept that requires a proper understanding of all of its parts—its theory—but
fundamentally, it is about the sovereignty of
banking. This one attribute puts IBC on a much
higher pedestal. In the same way that Ludwig
von Mises made economics a subset of the
higher science of Human Action, Nelson Nash
made a specially designed Whole Life insurance
contract the ideal platform for the practice of
privatized banking.
Secondly, the IBC Foundation for Evangelism includes Economic Integrity. What does
The Sovereignty of Banking

that mean exactly? Well, simply this: there is
absolutely no need to exaggerate claims, or to
present IBC as a get-rich quick scheme, or as
some type of tax loophole in order to gain our
converts. We should let the numbers speak for
themselves. Additionally, we must not forget
that the Authorized IBC Practitioner has been
purposely schooled to see the economic world
differently from the way mainstream economists
present it. So by using the principles of Austrian
economics in our discussions, Practitioners can
be transparent and honest in teaching prospects
how to think differently about their finances.
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The third piece of the IBC Foundation for
Evangelism is Our Own Creativity. Here we
mean the Practitioner’s own creativity. The Infinite Banking Institute (IBI) has no say, nor
desire, or even the actual ability to interfere in
a Practitioner’s own creativity in the spreading
of the IBC message. We are all individuals with
certain talents and skills that are uniquely ours.
These individual attributes are not only necessary, but it is what brings about that special
synergy that is required for converting our IBC
prospects into clients. Notice that the strategy
used by the IBI to bring in more financial professionals like yourself into our Program actually mirrors the strategy used by you, the Authorized Practitioner, in converting an individual to
become his own banker. It’s the same strategy
working in concert.

The Sovereignty of Banking

The Work of IBC Evangelism
In my last and final picture slide I want us to
take a moment to focus on the actual work of
IBC evangelism. Here I refer to some of the
broader steps that we may take as we venture
out into the unbelieving financial world. Keep in
mind that we are at all times targeting an individual to become a Practitioner—an IBC client.
The center of the bull’s eye in this drawing is,
of course, the final conversion of the interested
prospect when he becomes an IBC Practitioner
or client. This takes place when the complete
story of IBC is heard and understood. That is
the challenge. It happens only when the candidate hears and understands the “problem” and
the “solution”—and his or her individual role
in each. The light suddenly comes on and the
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It happens only
when the candidate
hears and
understands the
“problem” and the
“solution”—
and his or her
individual role
in each. The light
suddenly comes on
and the necessary
action is taken.

necessary action is taken.
This conversion experience can happen in one
of two ways. Slowly, over a period of time involving days, weeks, or months. Sometimes it
can take years. Or, it can happen suddenly. We
have actually witnessed this sudden conversion
at the Night of Clarity event in Nashville. Here
the IBC prospect learns of the complete story
in just two short days of education by non-commissioned professional educators.
Further out from the center of the bulls eye
in this drawing our work consists of publicizing
various forms of IBC educational content. This
would include IBC-related articles, the sending out of IBC books, teaching videos, holding
seminars and webinars, passing out tracts, etc.,
—in effect we are using various teaching aids to
close in on the prospect hoping to lead him or
her to conversion. This is our own creativity at
work and we all do it differently.
The Sovereignty of Banking

Still further out is the radius that describes
the beginning point of our evangelistic work,
which is basically approaching friends and family, associates, joining networking clubs such
as the Chamber of Commerce and even golfing outings and other forms of entertainment
where we can begin the IBC conversation. This
content that is moving toward the center of the
bulls eye, but is at the farthest end of the parameter can be described as “low impact content.”
Then there is the “medium impact content,” the
closer to the center it moves and then there is
the “high impact content” where the complete
story of IBC is finally internalized. The prospect
becomes an IBC client.
So this is our work. It is a challenging and,
at the same time, highly rewarding experience.
But we must always remember that honing in
on our prospect in this way is not about just
closing the deal…it’s about opening the closed
mind. Once the mind is open the power of IBC
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We have actually
witnessed this sudden
conversion at the Night of
Clarity event in Nashville.
begins—not only for the individual, but also to
the farthest outreaches of our economy.

Conclusion
There is a real life story I heard several years
ago that I would like to share with you in hopes
that it leaves an inspirational impression with
you as it did with me when I first heard it. It’s a
story about a businessman who got himself into
deep financial trouble. Stories like this always
get my attention, as I know they get to Nelson
as well.
Anyway, this businessman was in a real mess.
He was completely out of money. Creditors
were hounding him. Suppliers had cut off his
lines of credit and the Bank was demanding
immediate payment on the bank note. He sat
The Sovereignty of Banking

down on park bench, put his head between his
hands and agonized over how he could possibly
escape bankruptcy.
All of a sudden an old man appeared and inquired what the matter was. The businessman
told him the entire dreadful story. The old man
listened intently and then finally spoke, “What’s
your name son?” The businessman told him.
The old man reached into his coat pocket pulled
out his checkbook and wrote out a check. He
handed the check to the businessman with these
instructions. “You come back here at this very
spot at this time one-year from today and you
can pay me back then.” And, with that the old
man disappeared as quickly as he had appeared.
Folks, the check was for $1.5 Million Dollars— it was signed by John D. Rockefeller.
The businessman was stunned! By cashing this
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honing in on
our prospect
in this way is
not about just
closing the
deal…it’s about
opening the
closed mind.

check he could erase all his money problems
immediately, but ironically he decides to take
the check and place it inside of his safe. He did
this all because he had been filled with so much
hope and enthusiasm that he sprung into action
beginning immediately to call up his creditors,
working out special payment arrangements,
cutting deals, wheeling and dealing, so that in a
matter of 8 short months he had paid off all of
his debts and he was making money again.

has not been bothering you he keeps running
away from the nursing home—he thinks he is
John D. Rockefeller.”

Immensely grateful he returns to the spot at
the appointed time when the year is up. Sure
enough, the old man was there. As the businessman approached the old man ready to give back
the un-cashed check, a nurse comes running out
in front of him and grabs the old man saying
“Oh thank goodness I found you!” Then turning
to the business said, “I am so sorry sir I hope he

Now the reason I wanted to tell you that story
today, is so that we could all pause for a moment
and consider just how confident we are— simply because we know that we have the power of
IBC backing each one of us.

The businessman is flabbergasted! He can’t
believe what he just heard, but at that very moment he realized that that check, real or imaginary, is what had caused him to get back his
lost self-confidence just by simply believing that
that much wealth was backing him.

Thank you Nelson for what you have done.
Thank you very, very much!
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Had the government been investing their payroll “contributions” during their working careers into genuinely productive investments, we
would currently have a much larger collection of tools and equipment to boost total output. But unfortunately the government typically
spends Social Security and Medicare tax receipts in the current period as it takes them in, meaning that the whole system is a type of
Ponzi scheme. That’s the sense in which today’s workers are supporting the retired who live off of Social Security and other government
programs.
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Lara-Murphy Report:

How did you
become interested in Austrian Economics?

Mateusz Machaj: My first encounter

with the Austrian School was during my first
year of undergraduate studies, when I read one
of my Polish professor’s books on Hayek. I was
already interested in monetary theory, especially the Great Depression episode, because
of Milton Friedman’s views. From the book I
found out that an “inflationary” economy does

burn, Alabama. Can you tell us how you learned
of the Institute, and how that experience affected your path?

MM: I found out about the Institute thanks

to their most valuable assets – mises.org. I read

An “inflationary” economy does
not have to coincide with rising
prices, at least the way Hayek
understood the term “inflation.”

not have to coincide with rising prices, at least
the way Hayek understood the term “inflation.”
That was a first revelation to me and I realized
that Milton Friedman does not have to be right
on everything.
A second, even more mind-blowing experience after a couple of months was the reading
of Rothbard’s “What Has Government Done to
Our Money?”1 For me it was, and still is, the best
explanation of how humanity got to the point
where people are using strange pieces of paper
(or computer promises) as something which can
help you acquire anything in the world.

LMR: You met one of us (Murphy) through

your time spent at the Mises Institute in AuA Mixed View From Poland

Rothbard’s book on government and money in
pdf-form and since then started my intellectual
journey with the Austrian approach. I started reading Mises, Hayek, and then the earlier
Austrians. Thanks to the Internet I also had a
chance to see how modern Austrians prepare
their Ph.D. dissertations (on the examples of
Robert Murphy and Paul Cwik).

LMR: You have been doing some technical
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I found out about
the Institute
thanks to their
most valuable
assets – mises.org.

work on the application of Austrian theory to
financial markets. Do you think this is a fruitful
area for young Austrian scholars?

MM:

I think that is the most promising
area for various reasons. First of all, it helps us
more to actually explain what the currents in
the economy are. People do not care that much
about the fact they do not take their “indifference curves” for shopping [which is how mainstream economists explain consumer behavior—eds.]. Growth and recessions are much
more interesting. Second of all, applying Austrian theory to financial markets brings us closer
to the academic debate with other economists.
Although I believe that Austrians have a much

different microeconomic theory, I do not think
we have to focus on the clash with the mainstream economics about it. Monetary policy and
macroeconomics are the fields which are the
most controversial ones and about which Austrians have the most to say. Therefore the analysis of institutions and instruments of financial
markets is particularly relevant.

LMR: What are the prospects for liberty in

Europe? Are the former Soviet bloc countries
moving in the correct direction, while the United States slides toward socialism?

MM: It is really difficult to judge, since the

dynamics mostly depend on what the European

Applying Austrian theory to financial markets
brings us closer to the academic debate with other
economists.
A Mixed View From Poland
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I believe the whole dollar-system to be endangered, but I do not
necessarily see the dollar being endangered in the currency exchange
markets.

Union is doing. For the last twenty years a lot
of promising things happened, markets were
deregulated, enterprises privatized, economies
opened for international trade and the flow of
capital. At the same time post-Soviet countries started to build modern welfare states and
joined the EU. On one hand the EU pressured
them to open more for competitive framework;
on the other hand it introduced more regulation
and increased the powers of the Union, which
is becoming a state. Actually from a legal point
A Mixed View From Poland

of view we do not have sovereign countries anymore. Most of the law is being produced by the
European state. Therefore in order to see where
we are all going we should focus on what is
happening with the EU. Currently we depend
on the future of the euro currency, and as we’ve
seen in the last couple of years anything could
happen.

LMR: Where do you stand on the question

of (price) inflation? Do you think the dollar is in
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For the last twenty years a lot of promising things happened, markets
were deregulated, enterprises privatized, economies opened for
international trade and the flow of capital.

trouble, or that the Federal Reserve will be able
to contain any major problems?

MM: I believe the whole dollar-system to be

endangered, but I do not necessarily see the dollar being endangered in the currency exchange
markets. We always have to remember that currencies are valued in the markets in the relative
terms compared to each other. If the dollar is to
collapse, which currency should be on top? Obviously gold or Bitcoin are definitely too small,
whereas euro, yen, and franc are not that impressive either. I do not think the US will suffer currency depreciations and capital outflows
as the Asian countries did in the late nineties.

Yet even though I do not see the dollar collapsing in the currency exchange markets, I see the
whole dollar system and its assets as staying in a
quasi-slump for a long period of time. If we are
to draw any parallels between various historical
experiences, the United States since 2008 looks
at lot like Japan from 1990: bust in the stock
market, bust in the real estate markets, and a
huge debt-bubble followed by a period of huge
deleveraging. Then very low interest rate levels,
desperately active monetary policy, and aggressively active fiscal policies, which only result in
the increases of public debt accompanied by the
crawling recession with presence of many “zombie-banks.”
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Events and

Engagements
2014
July 9-11 • Las Vegas, NV
Murphy presents on energy policy at FreedomFest

•
July 20-26 • Auburn, AL
Murphy teaches Austrian economics at Mises University

•
August 15-16 • Nashville TN
Lara and Murphy host “Night of Clarity” featuring David Stockman and Nelson Nash

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com

A brand new educational program designed exclusively
for the financial professional
Includes brand-new video lectures from Nelson Nash
Learn the economics of life insurance that you won’t get
anywhere else!
For full details see www.infinitebanking.org

Infinite Banking Concepts LLC • 2957 Old Rocky Ridge Road • Birmingham, AL 35243
www.infinitebanking.org
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+
Fund Your Own

BAILOUT
If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies
to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any
thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of Privatized Banking is underway. You can take advantage of the
years of experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you.
Go to usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books
among the other fine books.

